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Appendix 1 

This Home Office Forensic report discusses ammunition found at Fullens Farm, 
owned by Malcolm Tyerman (see bottom of the first sheet). It was there that 
Sanderson and Gricewith stored the weapons and ammunition found in the 
original stay-behind dumps. Notice that the last paragraph refers to their being 
manufactured in 1949. It was this ammunition that was used by Barry Prudom 
in one of his robberies (second para reference to Asda). 

 



 

 



 Appendix 2 

Paul Guest and David Gricewith were friends.



Appendix 3 

Letter from one of Peter Sanderson’s solicitors to a barrister prior to 
Sanderson’s trial. The solicitor was unaware of the membership of CCC by 
Gricewith and Sanderson and thus interpreted the basis of the relationship 
between the two men as being criminal.   

NB the reference to ‘meeting walls of silence with the police’ towards the 
end.





Appendix 4 

Part of the Public Interest Immunity certificate issued to prevent Mrs 
Sanderson suing the Chief Constable of Cleveland for false arrest. 



                


 Appendix 5 

Press report of the restoration of the listed dovecot on the Boston Spa property 
rented by Sanderson. Sanderson is on the roof. 
 

            




 Appendix 6



Appendix 7 

Press report of weapons found 
at Burley in Wharfedale.



Appendix 8 

Extract from letter written by the late Peter Smith about Peter Sanderson – 
‘our man’ – to Chris Mullin MP. 



Appendix 9 

Letter from Hugh Bayley MP to Governor of Full Sutton prison about the 
identity of ‘the men in suits’ who visited Sanderson. 



Appendix 10 



Appendix 11   

Extract from letter by Sanderson’s late wife, Louise, to Terry Kirby at The 
Independent. It is 1990 and she is hinting at the subtext to the Gricewith 
death. 




      [ . . . . . .]



 Appendix 12 

Three pages, part of the false confession to being part of the murder of 
Sergeant Speed, fabricated by officers Bancroft and Sidebottom. This was 
obtained by Sanderson’s solicitor on behalf of the late Frank Cook MP, after 
Sanderson’s trial, in a collection of ‘unused materials’. 







Appendix 13 

 



Appendix 14 

Note from an interview with Sanderson by two of the solicitors working on his 
case. NB the underlined section pointing out that the people who alibied him 
for a 1977 robbery had not been charged with perverting the course of justice 
- i.e. lying to the police. Thus, by implication, that alibi was true. He was 
alibied by his father and brother-in-law.  



Appendix 15 

 



Appendix 16 

Extract from court paperwork on Sanderson’s conviction. The line between the 
arrows refers to the trial taking place after that of Paul Guest.



Appendix 17 

Extract from statement purportedly written by Alison Guest but actually 
written by the police. 






Appendix 18 

Extract from report on Peter Sanderson by Governor of Durham prison, D. Hutley, on 
18 August 1988. 

 



Appendix 19



Appendix 20 

 



Appendix 21 
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